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INTRODUCTION 
Linear wind-driven oceanic circulation is governed by the Stokes’ equations and the 
continuity equation. The ratio of the vertical scale to the horizontal scale is very small 
for oceanic problems. Therefore, some terms in the equations can be neglected. The 
problem we have to solve is time-dependent and written in an open set R of R3. The 
unknown variables are the velocity of the current and the elevation of the sea surface. 
Discretization of the three-dimensional equations leads to numerical difficulties and very 
long computer time. That is why a method of separation of variables and expansion in 
Fourier series has been studied in a previous article [ll. Existence and uniqueness of the 
solution have been proved for the initial problem and the problem obtained after spectral 
expansion. We have also verified the convergence of the series in suitable functional 
spaces. 
Oceanographers are interested in steady-state circulation which is driven by a given 
wind-stress acting on an oceanic domain a. We will calculate this steady-state curtent as 
the limit of the time-dependent solution. This is justified by the results on the asymptotic 
behaviour of the solution which are given here: we will prove the existence and the 
uniqueness of the solution of the steady-state problem and the convergence of the time- 
dependent solution towards the steady-state solution when time t + 00. 
The two-dimensional problem obtained after spectral expansion has been discretized 
by a finite difference method. Stability of the numerical scheme has been studied by a 
Fourier-type method. Numerical experiments have been carried out for different values 
of the parameters. In each case, they allow us to select the optimal time step. 
1. EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
Let R be an open set of R3. We are going to consider linear wind-driven oceanic 
circulation in a. The motion is governed by the Stokes’ equations and the continuity 
equation expressing the conservation of mass. 
We assume that 
-the fluid is incompressible and homogeneous 
-the pressure is hydrostatic 
-the surface pressure is atmospheric pressure which is supposed to be a constant 
-the thickness H of the studied layer is equal to a constant 
-at the depth z = H, there is no motion. 
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The equations may be written as follows: 
ap gH 
dz=pp, 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
1 divV = 0 (1.3) 
Notation : x,y,z are the Cartesian coordinates, forming a left-handed set, in which x,y 
are measured in the horizontal plane of the undisturbed sea surface (Ox towards the east, 
Oy towards the north) and z is depth below that surface. 
To reduce the equations to nondimensional form the following substitutions are made: 
x= xlL,y= ylL,z= Z/H 
u= ulu3,v= v/vO,w= wlhu,,p=plp,, 
u,v, w: the components of the current velocity V 
u= 
v,, : 
v, : 
P : 
$J 1 
r : 
El: 
L : 
UO : 
PO : 
(u,v): the horizontal velocity 
the coefficient of horizontal eddy viscosity 
the coefficient of vertical eddy viscosity 
density 
pressure 
latitude 
the rate of rotation of the earth 
the acceleration of the earth’s gravity 
the thickness of the studied layer 
the horizontal coordinate scale 
the’horizontal scale velocity 
the scale pressure 
X = HJL 
c, = Ll u, 
%. = Vo12Lr : the Rossby number 
%,, = LUOIV,, : the horizontal Reynolds number 
9, = AHU,Iv, : the vertical Reynolds number 
gradP is the vector of components 
The equation expressing the fact that the motion is hydrostatic is (1.2). It allows us to 
introduce the elevation of the sea surface &: 
ap pgH at ap PgH at _--- _= ax- p. ax 'a~ p. ay’ 
By integrating the equation of continuity with respect to z, we obtain 
c a6 
I 
- = divU 
’ at 
with u= U dz. 
We have to calculate U (x,y,z,t) and f(x,y,t) which must satisfy the equations 
sin+ 
7 zAU - f Aa U - C2 grade = 0 
0 h 
(1.4) 
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C z 
1 at - 
divU = 0 , 
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(1.5) 
where 
a*u 
(Y=-, a Bh A U=s+ a*u I (y a*u 
% ay* 5' 
C*=$. 
0 
Initial conditions-boundary conditions 
At the initial time t = 0, we suppose that the ocean is at rest: u = v = w = 5 = 0. At 
the sea surface the boundary condition may be written: 
aU F 
Vcz= -2 
where F is the expression of the wind-stress. At the depth z = H, we suppose that there 
is no motion. 
Along the coastal boundaries, normal velocity vanishes and we suppose that there is 
no friction: 
U-n = 0 
a(w) pvh 7 = 0. 
To the north and south the domain is enclosed by two open boundaries along which 
the values of U are given. 
2. THE TIME-DEPENDENT PROBLEM--IEXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
OF THE SOLUTION 
We have to solve the following problem: 
TofindU:R x [0,7Yi~R2and~:w x [O,T]*Rsuchthat 
Cl at E+l3u- $ &U - C2 grad5 = 0 (2-l) h 
C %-divU=O 
'at 
Notation : 
sin+ 
BU= -~zAu 
0 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
R is an open set in R3, I its boundary. 
Let n be the unit outward vector normal to I. 
n = w x [O,ll - y is the boundary of o. 
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Boundary conditions: 
r=r’uP r’ = 
r” = 
y = y’ u y” 
-on r’ U = g given 
rl u (f x um 
ir’ 
bottom 
L$Jw 
surface Y ’ 
g must verify 
I 
gn do = 0 
I-’ 
-on r, u.n=oandyLo 
-on r. au - f an- given. 
We will denote H’(R) = (Hi(Q)*, L* (a) = (L*(a))*. . . 
is the scalar product in L*(R), /VI is the associated norm in L* (a) (Iqj is the norm in L* 
u-9). 
II U II 1n denotes the norm of U in H’(R), and lUlln the seminorm ( II q II I~ : norm of 
q in H*(Q). 
We define the functional spaces 
Y&)={VEHl(R) / V=OonI”;Vn=OonI”‘} 
Y&2)={VEH1(R) / V=gonI”;Vn=OonI”‘} 
The variational formulation of problem (I) is the following: 
g E H’/* (I) and f E H-1’2(I’o) being given, we seek 
C, 5 (U,V) + b(U,V) + & a,(U,V) + C2 (S,divV) 
c, $ (&q) - (divU,q) = 0 v q E L2W 
U(x,y,z ; 0) = 0 . 5(&Y ; 0) = 0 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
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Notation: a&U,V) and b(U,V) are two bilinear forms defined on VgxVO by 
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a,W,V) = I( au av au av au av -.-++.-++-.- &-j n ax ax ay ay a2 az ) 
Proposition. The problem (II) has one unique solution (U,t) 
u E LZ (0,T; “Ir,) c$ E L* (0,T; LZ (w)) (cf.[ll). 
3. THE STEADY-STATE PROBLEM 
The problem is written as follows: 
Find U* : R + R* and t* : o + R satisfying 
! 
m*-& &U* - C2 gradt* = 0 
(III) 
h 
divU* = 0. 
The boundary conditions are the same as for the time-dependent problem. 
Variational formulation 
We define the functional spaces: 
TJ’ = { V E v&2) / divV = 0 } 
C = { V E “v,(n) / divV = 0 } 
The variational formulation of problem (III) is the following: 
g E H’/*(T) and f E H-“*(IO) being given, 
we seek U* E ‘Q satisfying 
w*,V) + ka.(u*,v) = &f.yJ) vv E Yq. (3.3) 
h 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Proposition. The problem (IV) has one unique solution. 
Proof. We will prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution when g = 0 by use 
of the projection theorem. 
When g is given ( p 0) the solution is deduced from the previous one. 
Let us define 
C(U,V) = b(U,V) + 
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C(U,V) is a bilinear, continuous form on 7r;s x 7’$. Let us prove that C(U,V) is coercive: 
vu E v-g, C(U,U) = b(U,U) + + u,(U,U) = ~* -!- %uJ,U) 
h 
%(U,U) = ,( au au au au au au -.-+-.-++-.- (Jo R ax ax ay ay az az ) 
a,(U,U) h inf(a, 1) (gradU,gradU) 
IlUll;, = (U,U) + (gradU,gradU) = IUI’ + IUl:, 
qr$: n PO = (0) (PO is the space of polynoms whose degree is 0). 
This implies that on the space “vz$; the norm 11 llla and the seminorm I 11~ are 
equivalent. 
Thus, there is one constant k such that 
and u,(U,U) 2 inf(a,l) IV/:., 2 k#JII:.n (ki = inf(a,l)/~). 
There is one constant K > 0 such that 
C(U,U) 2 KpJll:.n vu E w. 
We have already proved that C, the bilinear continuous form on ‘7-3 X y-$, 
is coercive. fl is a closed subset of Hl(fi). Thus, it is separable. Moreover, f being given 
in H-“*(Io), the operator which associates 
& (fff, yOV)H-"~r&H'?rd 
with any element V in Y$, is a linear continuous form on Q. 
Indeed, 
I ( f,YoW I 5 ~IYovll W”(r) 
and 
.So we have VV E v, 1 (f,yov) 5 ~ll~ll. 
The assumptions of the projection theorem are satisfied. We can conclude that for 
every f given in H -rn(Io), there is one unique element U* in sr$ such that 
c(u*,v) = qu*,v) + & u,(u*,V) = &f,v,V) vv E 7ftf* 
h 
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4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR 
Proposirion. When t + +m, the solution U(x,Y,z; t), .$x,y; t) of the time-dependent 
problem converges towards the solution U*(x,y,z), e*(x,y) of the steady-state problem. 
Proof A variational formulation of the steady-state problem (III) equivalent to the 
formulation (IV) is 
g E H”*(I) and f E H-1’2(10) being given 
we seek U* E 7f,,, e* E L*(w) satisfying the equations 
w 
b(u*,v) + k QJU*,V) + C2(5*,divV) = 
h 
VVEVo (4.1) 
L (divU* ,q) = 0 v 4 E L*(w). (4.2) 
Let 
We 
f 
us define W(x,y,z;r) = U(x,y,z;t) - U*Cr,y,z) 
7(x,.v;r) = S(x,y;t) - 5*(x,Y). 
seek W E L*(O,T; VJ, 7) E L*(O,T;L*(w)) such that 
Cl $ w,v + b(W,V) 
d 
Cl z (rl,q) - (divW,q) 
+ & a,(W,V) + C*(7). divV) = 0 VVE”y, (4.3) 
h 
= 0 vq E L*(o) (4.4) 
I W(x,y,z;O) = 0 7)ky;O) = 0 
taking V = W, q = q, we obtain 
+ C*(7), divW) = 0 
cl; ([WI2 + c, I?)[*) + &(W,W) = 0. 
h 
We have already proved that there is one constant k, > 0 such that a, (W-W) 2 
N+lI:.n 2 k11W12. 
So we have 
Cl -$ ()Wl2 + c*l7#) + $$ lwl* 5 0. 
h 
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By integrating this inequality with respect to time, between t = 0 and t = T, we obtain 
consequently (cf. 121 Appendix A), 
( 
IWr)l’ 5 W(O)l* + C2 Is(O) eekT 
I?( q 12 is limited 
(k = 2k,lC,%) 
When T + + m, W(T) + 0 strongly in L*(0). So, U(x,y,z;t) converges towards U*(x,y,z). 
5. NUMERICAL STUDY 
The continuous problem 
The method of separation of variables and spectral decomposition which has been 
exposed in article [II allows us to transform the problem (I) into the following two- 
dimensional problem: 
k= O,l,...,N 
: 0 x [O,zy + R such that 
(VI) C+Jr+BUk--& Auk+:&- C,a,grade= - C,fk=O,...,N (5.1) 
h ” 
(5.2) 
,.‘k = (2k + I)* $ . 
2ti (- 1)” 
ak = (2k + 1) r ’ 
At the initial time t = 0, Uk (x,y;O) = 0 (k=O , . . . ,N) and &,y;O) = 0. The functions 
Uk must satisfy the following boundary conditions: 
y = y’ U y” is the boundary of the open set w 
-any’, uk = gk given 
wk.t) 
- on y”, uk’n = 0 ami - = (-J an ’ 
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When the steady-state solution of problem (VI) has been obtained, we can deduce, 
therefore, the current’s velocity, given by 
k-0 
(5.3) 
where 
fk(r)= ,h+t+l);i]. 
The Finite-Difference Scheme 
Discretization in time. The time step is At. For each function g(t), let US note 
g R = g(nAt). The d iscretized form of Eqs. (5.1) (5.2) is 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
Discretization in space. The domain R is crisscrossed by the lines x = constant, 
y= constant. The space steps are denoted Ax and Ay. The network is shown in Fig. 1. 
Values of 6 are calculated at points 0, velocity components uk are calculated at points 
+ and velocity components vk at points x. 
We will note f”(iJ = f(iAx, jAy, nAt). 
5”” (i,J? and UI+’ (i,j must satisfy the equations: 
(5.7) 
ui+l(i,j)( 1 +g,$) = uXi,j)( 1 -$,-$) 
+ * sir@ vz((i,j) + vC(i,j-1) + vgi+l,~> + vg(i+l,j-1) 
1 
c, 30 4 
+L 
%I 
uz(i,j+ 1) + u$(i,j- 1)-2ui(i,j) + ug(i+ 1 ,j) + uc((i- 1 ,J]-hE(i,j) 
Ax2 A3 
(5.8) 
+ C2ak T""kJ~ - t”“(i,j- 1) _c3f 
Ax .I- 
I 
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At 
+c -- 1 sin4 uE”(i,j) + uE”(i,j+ 1) + ut+‘(i- 1,j) + ug+‘(i- 1 ,j+ 1) 1 90 4 (5.9 
1 
‘e, 
vg(i,j+l) + vgi,j-l)-2v$(i,j) + vE(i+l,j) =t v$(i-l,j)-2v$(i,j) 
AXZ Ay” 
+ C,ak F”GJ - t”+Yi- l,j) _ 
AY 
(___ I Y ’ 
Stability of the method 
In order to analyse the stability of the numwical scheme (5.7), (5.8), (5.9), we will 
study the behaviour of the Fourier components of the solution, whose notation is: 
x(t) &klt+kzu’ for the variable @@,y;r), C/t(t) ertkls+k~u) for the variable &,y;t) and 
vk(f) eYk1r+k2u) for vk0f.y; t). 
The Fourier components must satisfy the folloWit& discretized equations: 
(5. IO) 
(5.11) 
-- ---_-_.+----oo-_-_ 0 -+ _ - --o-- 
i+l,j-1 i+l,j i+l,j i+l,j+l i+l,j+t 
I I I 
I I I 
t I I 
x X X 
i+?,j-1 i+l,j i+l,j+l 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
mm_ 0 -___ +w---- 
i,j-1 i,j 
_o ,“‘. + ____ ._Q-- 
'#I l,J+l l,J+l 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
X 
i,j-1 
X 
i A 
k 
i,j+l 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
-- 0 ---- + --w-0 ---_-_+----_ o- - 
i-l,j-1 i-1,j i-1,j i-l,j+l i-l,j+l 
Fig. 1 
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+ sh 
-& 2 coscu,-2 + 2 coscu,-2 
AXZ Af 
+ 2i Sill: c* nk ft+1 
AY 
I 
+ FY (5.12) 
k=O,...,N. 
We have defined CY~ = kl Ax, Q) = kzAy. DF, FX, and FY are given and are terms 
nondependent on time. For each time-step the unknown vector is X”. 
X" 
X” = 
[ 1 u;l,) k=O,N X” is given by the relation AX”+’ = BX” + D. Q} k=O,N 
A and B are two square matrices whose form is shown in Fig. 2. 
A = 
N+l N+l 
-- 
1 o.....o o.....o 
N+l 
0 = 
N+l 
, N+_l \ f4&& 
1 aao. .czahdao. .cLlaN 
N+l 
0 
. 
. 
0 N+l 
D 
. 
0 
Fig. 2 Matrix A : 
for 2SS N+2, k=i-2 
for N+3%52N+3, k=i-(N+3) 
Matrix B 
-diagonal elk At 
At I )+,= ~---++_ 
23,. C, C, B,, 
2cosa,-2+2cosa,-2 
A.? AY > 
1 
for 2=isN+2, k= i-2 
for N+3512N+3, k=i-(N+3) 
-supradiagonal 
AI sk+ a, a2 
/.I = C,a,COS~COS~ 
-first lign 1 1 (I= -y,cu’= --y’. 
G G 
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lOoN 
4 < 
L1 
= N,Ax 
Fig. 3. The size of the mesh is 2”30. 
2 
N = 10 
H=2OOm 
Y. = 500 cgs 
Yb = 10” cgs 
I w 
10 20 W 40 So At 
t 10 20 > 
30 40 50 
Fig. 4. 
(Hinutcs) 
Fig. 5. 
w::t*r) 
al 
I 
.n 
a1 = i4 
at = n/4 
a, a, = 3fll4 
2 
5l-l a= = n14 
“‘=z **=n 
Cl 9n a* = l-I/4 
Ct al=14 az=n 
d a, = n a2 = rI 
N = 10 
H=2OOm 
Y, = 500 cgs 
vk = 10’ cgs 
T L2 = N2Ay 
N1 
= 28, N2 = 8 
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Stability Criterium 
In order to have a stable numerical scheme, we must verify that the spectral radius 
&A-‘B) is less than 1 for all the wavelengths. 
This stability criterium has been numerically tested for the following rectangular do- 
main. This domain is situated on the equator, latitude 4 varying between 10”N and 10’S, 
as shown in Fig. 3. 
Because of the discretization we can only calculate waves whose wavelengths A, and 
A2 are such that 2Ax 5 A1 s L, , 2Ay I AZ 5 Lp. 
The corresponding values of the wave numbers are: 
2?7 27r 
kl=- ’ -2 
L, Ll 
,..., Fi ,..., 
1 
t$ 
1 
2a 27T 
k2=- -2 
L2’L2 
,..., Ej ,..., 53 
So, parameters a, and a2 can take the following values: 
25? 27l 
-,--2 
2lT 
al= -i 
2~ N1 
--= 
NI N, 
,..., 
Nl 
,,.., 
NI 2 
77 
2x 23r 27r 2~ N2 
(Y2=-,-2 ,..., -j ,..., --=T 
N2 N2 N2 N2 2 
Curves giving the values of the spectral radius p (A-‘@ as a function of the time-step 
At have been drawn for different values of the parameters. 
Varying latitude 4 between -10” and + IO” has almost no effect on the values of the 
spectral radius. So, calculations have been carried out with I#I = 0. 
The stability of the numerical scheme depends on the thickness H of the studied layer, 
on the values of the eddy-viscosity coefficients vh and v~, and on the number N of Fourier- 
components Uk of the velocity which are calculated. 
For N = 10, curves p = f(At) have been drawn for (see Figs. 4-9) 
H = 200 m v,.=500 
v,.=500 
v,. = 100 
H=4OOm v,. = 500 
vh = 10” 
vh = 10’ 
vh = 10s 
vh = 10’0 
(the values of v,> and vh are given in cgs Units). 
These curves allow us to determine the optimal 
For H = 200 m, v,. = 500, vh = lo* or lOlo, the 
When the vertical eddy viscosity v,. decreases, 
stability criterium for all the wavelengths. 
time-step At in each case. 
time-step is about 30 min. 
it is no longer possible to satisfy the 
For N = 2, that is to say when only three Fourier components of the velocity are 
calculated, it is possible to take greater time-steps (about 60 min), while, at the same 
time, conserving stability. 
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PM-b) 
2 
Fig. 6. 
N= 10 
H=2OOm 
Y. = 100 cgs 
Yh = 108 cgs 
1 
20 30 40 
Fig. 7. 
I N= 10 bt 5rl 0!* = II14 H=4OOm h “I=14 a,=n 
I Y” = 500 cgs VA = 1O’O cgs 
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1.5 
al 
a2 
. 
n 
a, =y4 
= n14 
z: = n 
__ - 
1 
A 
2 ._ 
o(A% 
3-m s40 50 6070 En gJ 9 
,“‘““,P 
Fig. 9. 
al 
N=2 
82 
H=2OOm Cl 
VI.= 100 c2 
yn = lo8 cgs 
4 
4 
n 
a’ =14 
a2 = n/4 
a* = n 
9n = n/4 
‘IL:“74 zl=n 
a, = n ff2 = nt4 
az = n 
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CONCLUSION 
This method of separation of variables and expansion in Fourier series has been used 
to calculate the wind-driven currents in a domain which schematizes the Equatorial At- 
lantic between 1O”N and 103. The equatorial circulation is characterised by a great 
variability of the currents as a function of depth. The interest of this method is to compute 
the solution of a two-dimensional problem while at the same time giving the values of the 
currents at each depth. 
At initial time, the ocean is assumed to be at rest and a stationary wind-stress field is 
suddenly applied to the sea surface (data of the pilot charts have been used to calculate 
the wind stress). Numerically, the steady-state flow is rapidly obtained. 
The results given here allow us to determine the optimal time-step which can be used 
without upsetting the stability of the numerical scheme. The method, which consists in 
calculating the stationary flow as the limit of the time-dependent circulation, is justified 
by the study of the asymptotic behaviour of the time-dependent solution. 
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